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Since the phenomenal success of "Ghostbusters" in 1984,

Bill Hurray has starred in "The Razor's Edge" (1984), for

which he and director John Byrum adapted the screenplay,

appeared as a masochistic dental patient in "Little Shop of

Horrors" (1986) and starred in "Scrooged" (1988) as the

youngest and meanest television executive.

What would make Hurray, an actor/comedian not known for

doing anything the same twice, star in a sequel? It basically

came down to a reunion with the original "Ghostbusters" cast

—— Dan Aykroyd, Harold Ramis, Sigourney Weaver, Rick Moranis,

Ernie Hudson and Annie Potts -— all again under the direction

of long—time friend Ivan Reitman.

"It was appealing to get back together with these people,

because they know what they're doing, they're all funny, and

they're all nice to be with," Murray says.

Working from a script by Ramis and Aykroyd, Murray

appreciated the writer/actors' generosity and flexibility.

"The script was there," Murray states, "but if it wasn't

good enough the day you worked, then you didn't do it. Some

—more-
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days it was great and some days you'd go, ‘We've already

topped this, let's go somewhere else.'

"We're all writing all the time while we're working," he

adds. "It keeps you fresh, keeps you alive, keeps you aware."

As a performer, Hurray draws on his learning experience

with the Second City Theatre and the improvisational work he

did with that group in his hometown of Chicago,

his time with "The National Lampoon Radio Hour"

cabaret revue "The National Lampoon Show."

"We tried to work so that if someone had a

he explains, "somebody else jumped in and said,

you need here....'"

as well as on

and in the

low moment,"

‘You know what

He describes producer/director Reitman as someone who

drags everyone into the creative process and "spreads it

around."

Murray's favorite word that explains the creative process

is "boiling." Without any outside distractions, Reitman would

take his actors aside and together they would build the scene.

"He'd get on it, we'd boil, and sometimes we'd shoot the

whole first master scene and we'd shoot somebody's c1ose—up,

and then all of a sudden you'd find something for someone and

they'd have to turn the cameras around.

ll

smiling, "but Ivan's always done it."

You know some directors would never do that," he says,

Working with comedy has always been an attraction for

Hurray. He moved in as "the new guy" on television's
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"Saturday Night Live," filling the void left by the departing

Chevy Chase. As one of the Not Ready For Prime Time Players,

he quickly introduced a new wave of popular characters,

including the oily lounge singer, a name-dropping movie critic

and the infamous Todd, known for his "noogies." He won an

Emmy for writing in the show's second year.

Hurray exhibited his comedic prowess in two hugely

successful Ivan Reitman motion picture comedies made before

"Ghostbusters" —— "Meatballs" (1979) and "Stripes" (1981). He

also was featured in the mock documentary "Hr. Mike's Hondo

Video" (1979), portrayed Hunter S. Thompson in "Where the

Buffalo Roam" (1980) and played Dustin Hoffman's roommate in

"Tootsie" (1982). The National Association of Theatre Owners

named Hurray its Star of the Year in 1984, and the following

year Hurray was honored by the Hasty Pudding Theatre Club and

was awarded UCLA's Jack Benny Award for Excellence in

Entertainment. This summer, Murray is starring in and co-

directing the feature film "Quick Change."

Hurray says it is the unexpected that makes him laugh.

He also says that Jacques Tati and sometimes John Candy make

him laugh, but he can't be any more specific.

"That's the deal," he comments. "I mean if I knew, then

I'd always be funny, I'd always be laughing. But I'm not

always funny and I'm not always laughing. And I guess what

gets me out of the bed in the morning is what's going to be

funny today."
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"Ghostbusters II" is a Columbia Pictures presentation

an Ivan Reitman Film starring Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd,

Sigourney Weaver, Harold Ramis and Rick Moranis. Also

starring are Ernie Hudson, Annie Potts and Peter MacNicol.

Ivan Reitman produced and directed the comedy from a

screenplay by Harold Ramis and Dan Aykroyd. The executive

producers are Bernie Brillstein, Joe Hedjuck and Michael C

Gross.
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Dan Aykroyd portrays Ray Stantz, the innocent and naive

Ghostbuster who is awestruck by the paranormal and willing to

believe anything. If Harold Ramis' Egon is the brains and

Bill Murray's Venkman is the mouth and Ernie Hudson's Winston

is the muscle, then Aykroyd's Stantz is the heart.

Co-writer with Ramis of both the "Ghostbusters" films,

Aykroyd always thought there was more than one story to be

told. The first film established the characters and was used

as a springboard to a different story and a different set of

concerns. The continuing saga of the Ghostbusters has "more

of a basis in human behavior and in real values than did the

first one," he says.

Aykroyd has been at ease with unconventional characters

and situations ever since he learned the art of comedy at

Second City and polished it to brilliance as one of the

original "Saturday Night Live" Not Ready For Prime Time

Players.

Born in Ottawa and raised in Quebec, he is the grandson

of a Canadian Royal Hountie and the son of a government

official. After graduating from Ottawa's Carlton College with
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a degree in criminology, Aykroyd worked as a radio

personality, joined the Toronto company of the Second City

improv troupe and landed a role as a regular on a children's

comedy show for the Canadian Broadcasting Company. He then

segued to a Toronto cable station's variety show, "Greed"

(which was produced by Ivan Reitman), where he was hired as a

fast-talking pitchman.

It was when he joined the original Second City company in

Chicago, however, that he caught the eye of "Saturday Night

Live" producer Lorne Hichaels, who was scouting the troupe in

search of gifted young comics who could potentially change the

tone of television humor. Joining the groundbreaking show,

Aykroyd called on his lifelong interest in motorcycles, cars,

criminology, architecture, armaments, aeronautics, harmonicas

and mysticism, as well as his trained sense of observation, to

craft his memorable appearances. Additionally, he won an Emmy

for writing in "Saturday Night Live's" second year.

He and John Belushi created the Blues Brothers as a

sketch and turned it into a cross—country tour, an album ("A

Briefcase Full of Blues," which sold 3

three Grammy nominations) and the film

which Aykroyd wrote with director John

"The Blues Brothers" was released

Aykroyd's motion picture bow in Steven

Next came another teaming with Belushi

- IIIOIB -
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followed by "Doctor Detroit," "Spies Like Us," "Twilight Zone

—— The Hovie" and "Trading Places."

He most recently played Sgt. Joe Friday's thick—headed

nephew in the updated comic version of "Dragnet," the patient-

turned-doctor in "The Couch Trip," the unwelcome in-law in

"The Great Outdoors" and the scientist who falls in love with

an extraterrestrial in "Hy Stepmother Is an Alien." He'll

also be seen in the upcoming action-adventure comedy "Loose

Cannons" and "Driving Miss Daisy."

Working in as many varied and successful comedic

situations as he has, one would think that Aykroyd is

supremely confident of what would be considered funny.

"Well," he ponders, "I guess you always have to go with

what you first think is funny, and then hopefully two people

will laugh, and five, and perhaps 5,000, and then 5,000,000,

if you're lucky."

Ghostbusting appears to be very lucky for Dan Aykroyd.

"Ghostbusters II" is a Columbia Pictures presentation of

an Ivan Reitman Film starring Bill Hurray, Dan Aykroyd,

Sigourney Weaver, Harold Ramis and Rick Horanis. Also

starring are Ernie Hudson, Annie Potts and Peter HacNicol.

Ivan Reitman produced and directed the comedy from a

screenplay by Harold Ramis and Dan Aykroyd. The executive

producers are Bernie Brillstein, Joe Hedjuck and Michael C.

Gross.
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"I never went to a co—ed school," Sigourney Weaver admits

as she comments on her experience working on "Ghostbusters II"

with co—stars Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd, Harold Ramis, Rick

Moranis and Ernie Hudson, "so to me, it's like being put in a

class with the awful boys, who spend all their time throwing

spitballs and dunking your braids into the inkwell. It's a

streak of masochism in me," she laughs. "I just find it

wonderful."

Weaver received two Academy Award nominations this year,

one for Best Actress for her portrayal of Dian Fossey in

"Gorillas in the Mist" and the other for Supporting Actress

for her role as the malevolent boss in "Working Girl." In

addition, Weaver won Golden Globe Awards for the same two

roles. So what's a "straight" actress like Weaver doing in

the "boys' town" of "Ghostbusters II"?

"I think each of those guys is so talented, and the way

they work together is so generous and appreciative, making

sure the other person has the best moment. I think all sorts

of what one calls ‘straight actors,' like myself, should get

to visit that world."

-UIOIE-
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Sigourney Weaver, a native New Yorker, was born Susan

Weaver to former NBC President Sylvester (Pat) Weaver and

British actress Elizabeth Inglis. At age 14, she re-

christened herself Sigourney, inspired by an unseen character

mentioned in F. Scott Fitzgerald's "The Great Gatsby."

Weaver attended Stanford University and the Yale Drama

School and landed her first acting job as an understudy in Sir

John Gielgud's production of "The Constant Wife," starring

Ingrid Bergman, which toured before being presented on

Broadway. Her off—Broadway debut was made in "The Nature and

Purpose of the Universe," a play by her Yale Drama School

friend Christopher Durang. She and Durang also co—starred in

and co—wrote "Das Lusitania Songspiel" and "Naked Lunch," and

she appeared in Durang's "Titanic" and "Beyond Therapy." For

her role in "Hurlyburly," Weaver received a Tony nomination.

Weaver made her film debut in a bit part in Woody Allen's

"Annie Hall," but her first big splash was in the hit 1979

science—fiction thriller "Alien," which immediately made her a

star. She repeated her role of Warrant Officer Ripley in the

smash sequel, "Aliens," in 1986, and received an Oscar

nomination for her performance.

Weaver's distinguished and varied line-up of film credits

include "Eyewitness," "The Year of Living Dangerously," "Half

Moon Street," "One Woman or Two" and "Deal of the Century."

- more -
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With "Ghostbusters II," Weaver feels that her character

of Dana has a relationship with Bill Murray's Peter Venkman

that is very different from the one in the first film.

"We've all seen Bill Murray hit on girls in lots of

pictures," she smiles, "but we've never seen him win back the

heart of someone who knows him well."

Meeting again after being apart for several years,

Weaver's Dana is a wiser person and, more important, a

protective mother of an 8-month—old boy named Oscar.

"I want him (Oscar) to have a father, but when Bill's

doing something awful in a scene, I turn to little Oscar and

say, ‘Interesting role model for you.'"

"Ghostbusters II" is a Columbia Pictures presentation of

an Ivan Reitman Film starring Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd,

Sigourney Weaver, Harold Ramis and Rick Moranis. Also

starring are Ernie Hudson, Annie Potts and Peter MacNicol.

Ivan Reitman produced and directed the comedy from a

screenplay by Harold Ramis and Dan Aykroyd. The executive

producers are Bernie Brillstein, Joe Medjuck and Michael C.

Gross.

* * *
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The script of "Ghostbusters II" describes Harold Ramis'

character, Egon Spengler, as a "new wave Hr. Spock." Ramis,

who co—wrote both the first film and its sequel with Dan

Aykroyd, fashioned the character of Spengler after he found a

1940s photograph of a philosopher-architect in a magazine

called The New Realities in Architecture.

"He looked like the classic sort of Gyro Gearloose

character, with real high hair and an enormous forehead, which

looked like he had a huge brain inside," Ramis offers. "And

then I decided that Spengler was a guy like Mr. Spock in ‘Star

Trek.' He doesn't have a sense of humor or a sense of irony.

He doesn't know what a joke is, but he's always there

technically."

So Egon Spengler became the brains of the outfit, with

Dan Aykroyd as the heart, Bill Murray as the mouth and Ernie

Hudson as the brawn. They are joined in "Ghostbusters II" by

original cast members Sigourney Weaver, Rick Moranis and Annie

Potts, along with producer/director Ivan Reitman.

The phenomenal success of the first "Ghostbusters"

appears to be the reason that Ramis and his collaborators

stayed away from the idea of a sequel for four years.

—t:1ore-
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"None of us had ever done a sequel, although we'd had

offers on virtually every film we'd worked on," he recalls.

"But then we started thinking if we could come up with a

concept that seemed worthy, that really progressed us in some

way, that had something new to say, then we'd do it."

Ramis and Aykroyd, along with Reitman, "played with many

different permutations of what happened to the Ghostbusters

after the first movie, and we finally settled on something

that would seem meaningful for all of us, and that's what we

pursued."

Ramis got his start in comedy in his native Chicago as

the jokes editor of Playboy magazine. In 1969, he joined

Chicago's Second City improvisational theater troupe before

moving to New York to help write and perform in "The National

Lampoon Show" with other Second City graduates, including John

Belushi, Gilda Radner and Bill Hurray. By 1976, Ramis was the

head writer and a regular performer on "SCTV."

Ramis' Hollywood breakthrough came when he collaborated

on his first screenplay with Doug Kenney and Chris Miller,

"National Lampoon's Animal House," which was produced by

Reitman. "Animal House" turned out to be one of the most

successful screen comedies ever made. Ramis and Reitman

teamed up again to work as writer and producer/director on

"Meatballs," "Stripes" and "Ghostbusters." Ramis also acted

in "Stripes" and "Ghostbusters."

— more —
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He wrote and made his directorial debut in "Caddyshack,"

starring Chevy Chase, performed the same chores on "Club

Paradise," starring Robin Williams, and directed the

enormously popular "National Lampoon's Vacation."

Ramis' appearance in "Baby Boom," as Diane Keaton's urban

romance, marked his debut as an actor in a film he hadn't

written, produced or directed. He also appeared opposite

Jodie Foster and Mark Harmon in the comedy/drama "Stealing

Home."

"Ghostbusters II" is the fifth film Ramis has worked on

with producer/director Reitman.

"We've developed a real fine professional relationship,

where he's very appreciative of what I come up with and I'm

very open to taking his direction."

As involved in comedy as Ramis is, first as a journalist,

then as a writer and performer, he understands the expectation

that he always be funny.

"Someone asked me if I was the class clown," he recalls.

"I said I wasn't, but I used to write for the class clown."

Ramis learned that he could instigate a practical joke by

saying something quietly and having it picked up and played

out by somebody else. He believes it all boils down to a

choice he made as a child.

"You think either you're insane or the world's insane.

If you make the decision that the world's insane, then from

then on everything seems absurd."

- IIIOIB "'
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"Ghostbusters II" is a Columbia Pictures presentation

an Ivan Reitman Film starring Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd,

Sigourney Weaver, Harold Ramis and Rick Moranis. Also

starring are Ernie Hudson, Annie Potts and Peter MacNicol.

Ivan Reitman produced and directed the comedy from a

screenplay by Harold Ramis and Dan Aykroyd. The executive

producers are Bernie Brillstein, Joe Medjuck and Michael C

Gross.
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Rick Moranis was the Ghostbusters' accountant, Louis

Tully, who got possessed in the first film. Now, Tully

returns in "Ghostbusters II" having just passed the bar after

completing his law degree at night school. So when the guys,

Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd, Harold Ramis and Ernie Hudson, are

hauled into a New York City court to defend themselves against

a charge of practicing ghostbusting without a license, who are

they gonna call? Louis Tully.

When the script was being developed by writers Ramis and

Aykroyd, along with producer/director Ivan Reitman, Moranis

suggested that he put on the guys' equipment and try to be a

Ghostbuster.

"After years of practicing at home with my kid's proton

pack, I was ready for the challenge of being a Ghostbuster,"

he says, smiling. "Audiences will have to see for themselves

how successful I was."

As an actor, Moranis considers the camaraderie and the

creative process during "Ghostbusters II" as exceptional

experiences.

‘ THOIE -
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"(Director) Ivan (Reitman) invites all kinds of interplay

about every facet of character-building and dialogue and

action. Ultimately, he is the one who decides which is good,

because as an actor," he smiles, "you don't want to have to

make those decisions."

Born in Toronto, Moranis began his career as a radio

engineer while he was still in high school. Although it was

only part—time, it opened his eyes -- and ears -- to the

backstage mysteries of broadcasting. When he kept coming up

with funny one—liners for the station's deejays to use, he was

awarded his own show and a chance to amuse listeners in his

own right.

The popularity of his radio humor led to live

performances in cabarets and nightclubs in the Toronto area,

then to television as a writer/performer. His career came

into focus when he was asked to join the rising "SCTV" series

in its third season for the CBC.

A satirical look at the medium itself from a fresh and

outrageous point of view, "SCTV" brought Moranis acclaim for

his incisive parodies of such figures as Woody Allen, Dick

Cavett and Merv Griffin. When the show was picked up for U.S.

airing, Moranis picked up an Emmy for his writing as well.

It was with Dave Thomas that he created the McKenzie

Brothers (Bob and Doug), a pair of Maclntoshed, beer-sloshed

woodsmen from Canada's frozen north, whose goofy antics became

one of "SCTV's" favorite features.

- IIIIOIE ""
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When the McKenzie Brothers made an album, it won a Grammy

nomination. When they made their screen bow, it was as the

stars, co-writers and co—directors of "Strange Brew" -- the

top—grossing Canadian film of 1983.

Moranis has since appeared solo in "Streets of Fire,"

"Club Paradise," "Head Office," "Brewster's Millions," "The

Wild Life," "Ghostbusters," "Spaceballs" and "Little Shop of

Horrors."

He jumped at the chance to play Seymour in "Little Shop

of Horrors" because, as he puts it, he finally got to "sing

straight. All I'd done before were parodies."

The summer of '89 will be enriched with three Rick

Moranis performances. In addition to "Ghostbusters II,"

Moranis will be starring in "Honey, I Shrunk the Kids" and

will co-star with Steve Martin and Jason Robards in Ron

Howard's "Parenthood."

"Ghostbusters II" is a Columbia Pictures presentation of

an Ivan Reitman Film starring Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd,

Sigourney Weaver, Harold Ramis and Rick Moranis. Also

starring are Ernie Hudson, Annie Potts and Peter MacNicol.

Ivan Reitman produced and directed the comedy from a

screenplay by Harold Ramis and Dan Aykroyd. The executive

producers are Bernie Brillstein, Joe Medjuck and Michael C.

Gross.
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In "Ghostbusters II," Ernie Hudson returns to the team as

the muscle who is firmly rooted in reality. He is joined by

his colleagues in the paranormal business, Bill Murray, Dan

Aykroyd and Harold Ramis, along with producer/director Ivan

Reitman. The older Winston Zeddemore, according to Hudson, is

more confident and much more sure of his place with the group.

"He's there because he really wants to be there. I think

in the first ‘Ghostbusters' the character was there because it

was a job, and now," Hudson adds with pride, "he's a

Ghostbuster!"

Hudson was born and raised in Benton Harbor, Mich. After

a stint with the Marine Corps, he moved to Detroit and became

a resident playwright at Concept East, the oldest black

theater in the country at that time. While working with

Concept East, Hudson enrolled at Wayne State University, where

he further developed his writing and acting skills by majoring

in speech and English. He also established the Actors

Ensemble Theatre, where he and other talented young black

writers directed and appeared in their own works.
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After graduating with a bachelor's degree, he was awarded

a full scholarship to the master of fine arts program at the

Yale School of Drama. While performing with the university's

repertory company, he was asked to appear in the Los Angeles

production of Lonnie Elder's musical "Daddy Goodness." That

led to his meeting Gordon Parks, who gave him the co-starring

role in his first feature film, "Leadbelly."

Next enrolling in a special doctoral program at the

University of Minnesota, Hudson learned a vital lesson.

"There are those who spend their lives studying and those

who spend their lives doing it. I definitely wanted to be in

the second group."

Consequently, he left Minnesota to accept a starring role

in the Minneapolis Theatre—in—the-Round production of "The

Great White Hope." He toured with the play and later produced

it at the Los Angeles Inner City Cultural Center to enormous

critical acclaim. On the strength of that production, Abby

Mann cast him in the miniseries "King."

A series of guest—starring roles followed in such

television shows as "Fantasy Island," "The Incredible Hulk,"

"Little House on the Prairie," "Diff'rent Strokes," "One Day

at a Time," "Taxi," "Gimme a Break," "The A—Team" and

"Webster."

Hudson co—starred in television movies like "White Mama,"

"Roots: The Next Generations," “California Girls," "Mad

- more -
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Bull," "Women of San Quentin," "Love on the Run" and "The

Dirty Dozen: The Fatal Mission."

Hudson's film career includes "The Main Event," "The Jazz

Singer," "Penitentiary II," "Spacehunter: Adventures in the

Forbidden Zone," "Going Berserk," "Two of a Kind," "Joy of

Sex" and the phenomenal "Ghostbusters."

He landed a role in the series "St. Elsewhere" for a

season and then returned to the big screen with "The Wrong

Guys," "Collision Course," "Trapper County War," "Weeds" and

the recent "Leviathan."

Hudson's experience as an actor hadn't prepared him for

his work with slime in "Ghostbusters II."

"You can't just put a little glob on and let that do.

You really have to be drenched in the stuff," he remembers.

"And after a while, it sort of gels over the skin in a very

weird way."

Along with the discomfort of the slime, Hudson and co-

stars Aykroyd and Ramis were working on particularly cold

December nights in New York.

"There you are in the freezing cold, drenched in slime

along with the two writers of the movie," he laughs. "It's

kinda hard to complain then."

"Ghostbusters II" is a Columbia Pictures presentation of

an Ivan Reitman Film starring Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd,

Sigourney Weaver, Harold Ramis and Rick Moranis. Also

- IIIOIQ -
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starring are Ernie Hudson, Annie Potts and Peter MacNicol.

Ivan Reitman produced and directed the comedy from a

screenplay by Harold Ramis and Dan Aykroyd. The executive

producers are Bernie Brillstein, Joe Medjuck and Michael C

Gross.
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Biography

"Everybody's back!" Annie Potts exclaims. "The whole

original cast, and I think it's unbelievable."

Returning to the role of Janine Melnitz, loyal secretary

to the Ghostbusters, Potts was pleased to be back at work with

Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd, Sigourney Weaver, Harold Ramis, Rick

Moranis and Ernie Hudson in producer/director Ivan Reitman's

"Ghostbusters II."

Hidden behind a severe hairdo and a pair of large, thick

glasses, Janine is a far cry from the glamorous Mary Jo

Shively, one of the four women who own and operate an interior

design house on the popular comedy series "Designing Women."

The talented comedienne's look was so radically different

in the first "Ghostbusters" that her son, Clay, who was then 4

years old, didn't believe she was in it, even after seeing the

film. The character sounded like her, he admitted, but she

didn't look like her.

Audiences have been having no trouble recognizing her in

feature films like "Crimes of Passion," "Pretty in Pink,"

"Pass the Ammo" and the recently released "Who's Harry

Crumb?," opposite John Candy.
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Potts began her career in theater where, in addition to

acting, she worked as both a set and costume designer. She

then joined a road company of "Charlie's Aunt," starring

Vincent Price and Roddy McDowall. when they returned to Los

Angeles, Mcbowall helped launch her film career by introducing

her to casting directors.

Several years ago Potts was in a serious auto accident

caused by a drunk driver that has left her with traumatic

arthritis. Her energetic participation with charitable groups

has led to her being named the Ambassador for Women for the

Arthritis Foundation, as well as being named to the Auxiliary

Board for Mothers Against Drunk Drivers.

"Ghostbusters II" is a Columbia Pictures presentation of

an Ivan Reitman Film starring Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd,

Sigourney Weaver, Harold Ramis and Rick Moranis. Also

starring are Ernie Hudson, Annie Potts and Peter MacNicol.

Ivan Reitman produced and directed the comedy from a

screenplay by Harold Ramis and Dan Aykroyd. The executive

producers are Bernie Brillstein, Joe Medjuck and Michael C.

Gross.
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"We had all worked together for a number of years on

various things and in various combinations," producer/director

Ivan Reitman recalls about his collaborators on "Ghostbusters

II," Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd and Harold Ramis. The other

members of the original cast who will be returning are

Sigourney Weaver, Rick Moranis, Ernie Hudson and Annie Potts.

"We all thought about the experience of making a sequel

to ‘Ghostbusters,' and the idea seemed too much fun to

resist."

Five years later and with a new Ramis and Aykroyd script,

Reitman was ready to tackle the challenge of "telling a story

that would be surprising again," the producer/director says.

Reitman has entertained audiences as the producer of

"National Lampoon's Animal House" and as the director and

producer of the successful screen comedies "Meatballs,"

"Stripes," "Ghostbusters" and "Twins." He produced the

animated feature "Heavy Metal," produced and directed the

romantic adventure "Legal Eagles" and was the executive

producer on "Casual Sex?" and "Feds."
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Reitman's family fled Czechoslovakia when he was 4 years

old and relocated in Canada. One of his earliest productions

was a live television variety show, "Greed," which introduced

Dan Aykroyd as the announcer. Reitman produced "Spellbound"

for the Toronto stage, which evolved into the long—running

Broadway production "The Magic Show," starring fellow Canadian

Doug Henning. Reitman returned to Broadway to direct the

musical extravaganza "Merlin," for which he received a Tony

Award nomination.

Ivan Reitman Productions comprises Reitman, executive

producers Joe Medjuck and Michael C. Gross, and editor Sheldon

Kahn. His television involvement includes the Saturday

morning animated series "The Real Ghostbusters," now in its

fourth year, and a spinoff series called "Slimer! and the Real

Ghostbusters."

Family has always been extremely important to Reitman as

a person and as a filmmaker. He is most comfortable with

stories that have a reference to family, either directly (the

brothers in "Twins") or indirectly (the camaraderie of the

group in the "Ghostbusters" movies).

The director and the actors who have been reunited in

"Ghostbusters II" have developed a shorthand while they work.

"Often," the director says, deferring to his actors,

"it's not telling someone what to do as much as appreciating

what happens, encouraging it and making sure it works in the

context of the film."
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"Ghostbusters II" is a Columbia Pictures presentation

an Ivan Reitman Film starring Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd,

Sigourney Weaver, Harold Ramis and Rick Moranis. Also

starring are Ernie Hudson, Annie Potts and Peter MacNicol.

Ivan Reitman produced and directed the comedy from a

screenplay by Harold Ramis and Dan Aykroyd. The executive

producers are Bernie Brillstein, Joe Medjuck and Michael C

Gross.
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